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Preface
Fifty years ago, the Landmark Hotel and Casino opened its doors. My fascination with the
property began in 1987 at the age of three. My family ate there frequently because we
received “buy one – get one free” coupons for the buffet regularly in the mail. At the time,
the tower was still the most unique and one of the tallest buildings in the city. I was
enamored by it. By the time it closed in 1990, it had become my favorite hotel in town.
Every time we had to drive near or through that part of town, I would ask to drive by so I
could look up at the tower.
Thinking back, the images of the darkened tower at night in my mind seem haunting. I was
too young to understand at the time the circumstances surrounding the hotel and the fact that
it was closed; none of that mattered to me. Something drew me to it in a way that I still do
not understand. One memory stands out the most in that regard: it was in 1994 after having
dinner at The Vineyard at the Boulevard Mall. We had parked at the top level of the west
parking garage which offered a great view of the Landmark tower. As I approached the car,
I looked out at the darkened Landmark with only its signature forty-foot tall “L” sign lit on
top and the twinkling strobe lights which adorned the underside of the dome. At that
moment, I felt something: a feeling of sadness. The Landmark seemed to speak to me; it was
as if it was relaying to me a lifetime of sorrow and a sense that the end was near. As the
desert wind blew against my face, I found myself unable to look away. I knew what was
coming.
About ten years after I stood on Paradise Road on November 7, 1995 to watch the Landmark
come down, I began collecting memorabilia from the defunct casino. It became apparent to
me that I knew very little about my favorite hotel, so I decided to do some research. I found
that there was not much about the Landmark on the internet and the few sites I did find had
conflicting information without any sources. I decided that I would make it my mission to
research and document the Landmark’s history and clear up many of the myths that had now
become known as facts. After thirteen years of combing through newspaper archives,
interviewing Landmark employees, researching legal records, and more, my research project
became the Landmark Hotel and Casino Memorial. With the help of a small team of
researchers and others within the Las Vegas historical community, I have been able to piece
together a great deal of information and uncover rare photographs that were thought lost to
time. This book represents the culmination of the project I started over a decade ago which I
now present to you fifty years after the Landmark first opened its doors.
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Introduction
This book takes its name from the very first
promotional brochure for the Landmark. It featured
beautiful watercolor renderings of the hotel’s
amenities and interior spaces. It included a 4-panel
fold-out watercolor poster and a cutaway oil
painting of the entire property. The tone of the
images set the stage for what was supposed to be a
long and glamorous life for “the most unique resort
hotel in the world”.
All the information contained herein has been
verified through nearly 150 sources. Many rumors
and much incorrect information has been
associated with the Landmark over the years by the
media and other books on Las Vegas history.
Misconceptions have been passed on through news
stories which used previously erroneous news
stories as reference. Great care was taken to crossreference conflicting sources to determine which
pieces of information are factual. Due to the sheer
number of sources used to compile this book, facts
have been cited with a number directly within the
text to allow for easier verification of the
information being presented. These numbers
correspond to the References section starting on
page 87. Any information based on speculation is
not included in the main text but may be given in
footnotes if it is relevant to the facts.
Promotional brochure featuring watercolor
renderings of the interior spaces. This was the
first brochure released to advertise the
Landmark just after it’s completion.
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Artist’s concept drawing of Landmark Tower from a press packet – 1961

Climbing to New Heights: 1960-1962

Climbing to New Heights: 1960-1962
The story of the Landmark begins in 1957 as Frank
Caroll, a Kansas City contractor, was lounging by
the pool at the Hollywood Landmark Hotel in Los
Angeles, California. He was there to take the
California State Contractor’s Exam and had just
finished a difficult day of testing. While
unwinding, he noticed the owner of the hotel
watering flowers with a Hollywood Racing form
sticking out of his pocket. Caroll watched as the
man finished his work, got into a brand-new
The pool at the Hollywood Landmark Inn
Cadillac, and drove away. Enamored by what he
had just witnessed, Caroll thought to himself, “…if owning a Landmark is what it takes to
have such a life, then that’s what I shall build.” (1)
Caroll was born Frank L. Caracciolo on November 8, 1918. (2)
He and his wife, Sue, started the Caroll Construction Company
in Nevada in 1946. (3) Sue, full name Susan Marie DiGiovanni,
was the niece of the notorious Kansas City mafia boss Joe
“Scarface” DiGiovanni. For this reason, the Federal Bureau of
Investigations kept an eye on Frank’s activity in Las Vegas. (4)
In 1960, Caroll and his attorney Sheldon Sandler, also from
Kansas City, purchased the corner lot at Paradise Road and

East Fulcher Road across the street from the new Las Vegas Convention Center in the
unincorporated town of Winchester,
Nevada, which is part of the Las Vegas
Metropolitan Area. There, they broke
ground on an apartment complex and
shopping center, which they called
Landmark Plaza, as they searched for
funding to build their hotel. (5) Landmark
Apartments consisted of twenty 2-story
buildings which featured 120 completely
furnished rooms at 1,000 ft2 each, 6
swimming pools, and weekly maid and
linen service. Landmark Plaza was
Construction on Landmark Apartments is
anchored by Ramsay’s department store and
underway while ground breaks on Landmark Plaza –
Early 1961
also contained a coffee shop, liquor store,
beauty salon, the “Landmarkett” grocery
store, and a gas station.
Frank Caroll in 1982



Fulcher Road was renamed Convention Center Drive in 1962
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Caroll wanted his hotel to be unique. He recounted to the
Las Vegas Sun Magazine in 1979, “…in designing a hotel
for this city, I had to have something different. I don’t like
to build ‘boxes’ for hotels.” (1) To design the tower, Caroll
hired local structural engineer Clarence Stringer. Taking
design cues from the newly completed googie-style dome
of the Convention Center across the street, Stringer
designed a slender octagonal pillar which would support a
saucer on top. Inside, it would house restaurants, a
showroom, and a casino.
Caroll Construction Company’s own Charles Wagner was
assigned as General Superintendent of the project. He
awarded a $1.5 million contract to Louis P. Scherer, who’s
Redlands, California based Fremont Construction
Company was already working on several other projects in
the area. (6) Architects Gerald Moffitt and Edward
Hendricks of Los Angeles were brought in to help design
the tower’s interior. (7)

Newspaper ad for Landmark Plaza October 1961

Landmark Tower broke ground on
September 6, 1961 (8) as Landmark
Plaza and Apartments were being
completed for a November 1st
opening. (9) It was announced as
the tallest building in Nevada.
Originally, plans called for a 14story structure; when the Mint
Hotel announced that they would
be adding a 26-story tower to their
property, Caroll had the height
increased to 31-stories to ensure
Landmark would claim the title.
(10)
According to Scherer, the
tower measured 298’ from ground
level to the roof. (5) He stated its
revolving “L” sign was 40’ tall
and the total height of the tower
was 328’ (11). According to real
estate data company Emporis, the
height of the tower from the
ground to the tip was 364’. The
cause of this discrepancy is likely
due to falsely counting the basements levels and foundation, comprising a total of 26’ below
the ground according to structural blueprints, as part of the tower’s height. Scherer’s stated
height of 298’ from ground to roof, plus 26’ of basement levels, and a 40’ sign on top comes
out to a total of 364’ (21).
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Landmark Tower height compared to similar famous structures

On December 19, the Nevada State Gaming
Commission granted Caroll the ability to furnish
slot machines to lessees of Landmark Plaza.
This came with some restrictions, however, as
the Commission disagreed about whether Caroll
should have the ability to place machines
elsewhere on his property. Ultimately, he
would be restricted only to furnishing Plaza
lessees and had to appear before the
Commission again if he wanted to place them
elsewhere in the future. (12)
Breaking ground on September 6, 1961
Photo by Las Vegas Review-Journal
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To construct the pillar that would hold
up the dome, the McDonald
Engineering Company of Chicago was
contracted due to their proprietary slip
form method of concrete construction;
this was the first time it was used on a
structure of this type in Nevada. Slip
form construction is a method by which
concrete is poured into a continuously
moving form. McDonald planned to
complete twenty-one floors in twelve
days working around the clock. Bill
Macafee, Vice President of McDonald,
personally oversaw the project. Pouring
began on Wednesday, February 14th,
1962 (13) by concrete sub-contractor
Slip form construction is completed - June 1962
Consolidated Construction Company.
(14)
They reached twenty-four floors on February 25th having poured at a rate of eleven yards
per hour. (7)
The pillar was comprised of five individual
structures, each completely independent of the
others and capable of standing on their own. (15)
Four of these comprised the north, east, south, and
west walls of the pillar (the west column contained
the exterior elevator shaft). The fifth column
occupied the center of the tower and contained the
main elevator shaft and stairwell.
Stringer devised a unique way of constructing the
tower’s dome. “There is a steel compression ring
that encircles the concrete shaft and the beams that
radiate from the periphery of the dome are
attached to it; they are not, as many think,
Landmark's original blueprint showing the five
ornamental,” Caroll recalled in an interview for
structures that made up the octagonal pillar
the Las Vegas Sun. “The tension that the beams
exert on the compression ring literally suspends the dome out in the space. Thus, the weight
of the dome is not vertically supported. In fact, all of the dome’s weight has been dissipated
from the central shaft by the 11th floor.” (1)
As work on the tower progressed, Landmark Plaza continued to grow as well. New radio
station KVEG AM 970 opened its studio on February 23rd, 1962 and began broadcasting
from below the tower. Twin brothers Mike and Pete Pappas co-managed this country station
featuring news headlines on the hour. (16) In July, a former showgirl and Jackie Kennedy
lookalike named Shannon Carroll opened a bar in the Plaza. “Shannon’s Saloon” featured an
old-fashioned atmosphere with sawdust on the floor, pool tables, and dancing. Her exhusband, Tommy Peterson, managed the bar. (17)
4
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Construction for the tower was funded by the Appliance Buyers Credit Corporation (ABCC)
of Chicago, a subsidiary of RCA Whirlpool. Initially, they advanced Caroll $2.5 million in
1961; as the height kept increasing, so did the loan. In March of 1962, ABCC advanced a
further $450,000 to the project. By the end of June, another $300,000 had been loaned. In
all, ABCC had advanced Caroll $3.3 million at this point. (10)
On March 13th, 1962, Caroll successfully petitioned the Clark County Gaming Licensing
Board to remove a long-standing restriction on casinos which confined them to the ground
floor. County Commissioner Harley Harmon pushed for the ordinance’s removal; by
unanimous decision, the board ruled that the policy was inherited from the city of Las Vegas
and should not be applied to the entire county. (18)
By this time, the tower had
earned the moniker “Leaning
Tower of Plaza” by locals
because it appeared to lean
slightly. (19) In truth, the tower
was actually built straight;
power poles in the area were
not installed straight and
combined with the contrasting
geodesic shapes of the tower it
created an optical illusion. (20)
Measurements for the building
show it was only three-eighths
of an inch off from the ground
to the tip. (21) On April 10th, Las
Vegas Sun staff writer Murray
Hertz commented on the lean
June 1962
in his gossip column and also
postulated if they would end up
st
(19)
naming the 31 floor lounge “Top ‘o the Landmark” ; seven years later, he would turn out
to be correct.
As summer began in 1962, construction of the compression ring for the upper dome was
under way. Caroll named local sportsman and hotel manager William E. Hofferd to take the
reigns as Landmark’s manager. Nevada Governor Grant Sawyer attended a press conference
where he congratulated Hofferd and Caroll on the impressive tower. A longtime friend of
Hofferd, Sawyer quipped, “Bill, I always knew you would get the ‘highest’ job in Nevada
someday.” (22)
In August, the Civil Defense Department approached Hofferd to designate Landmark Tower
as a civil fall-out shelter in the event of a nuclear strike. President John F. Kennedy
instituted the Cold War program to ease fears in the American people that they were
susceptible to nuclear attack and ensure them that the government was taking steps to
protect them. Landmark was designated officially on August 16th, 1962 with the ability to
house 3,500 people when completed. (23)
5
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Steel construction underway in August 1962
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The tower's steel framework is nearly complete - August 1962
Photo courtesy of Joel Rosales

As work progressed in September, it was discovered that the steel being used to construct
the dome was not adequate for use in the project as it was too weak to withstand the pressure
that the dome would put on it. Work stopped as a new batch was ordered. (24) and resumed
one week later, much to the dismay of the tenants of Landmark Plaza. Welding sparks, steel
debris, rivets, tools, and cement rained down on the Plaza and its customers.
This hurt business to the point where several of the storefronts closed while those that
remained toughed it out. KVEG owners Mike and Pete declared they were not going
anywhere and would “stay, til judgement day!” This all delayed the tower’s expected
opening of November 16th and pushed it back to New Year’s Eve. (25)
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By the time December rolled around, the
opening date had to be pushed back again to
April 1963. (26) Caroll once again needed
additional funds to complete the tower. The
ABCC grew tired of the delays in construction
and the ever-increasing cost of the project.
They decided to terminate further funding. (10)
Work came to a halt once again. Only the
Apex Steel Corporation continued their job of
installing $40,000 of aluminum to the
underside of the dome because it had already
been paid for. It would take them two months
to finish due to the high desert winds. On some
days, work had to stop early and on others it
could not be done at all. The work was finally
completed on February 23rd, 1963. (27)

Aluminum is being installed to the underside of the
tower in September 1962

Media at the time often stated that the
Landmark’s design was inspired by the
Seattle Space Needle. This is untrue,
according to Caroll. (1) Both projects
started in 1961. Landmark's plans were
approved in mid-1961 at the time
construction was only just started on the
Space Needle. Construction began on
the Landmark one month prior to
completion of the Space Needle on
December 8th. The Landmark’s lengthy
construction time is most likely the
reason for the misconception. Likewise,
The Jetson's apartment building
Landmark was often referred to by
Copyright of Warner Bros.
locals as the "Jetson's House" for its
resemblance to the home of the famous cartoon family. Coincidentally, The Jetsons
premiered in September of 1962 - one year after construction on the Landmark began.
Another popular misconception is that the top of the Landmark revolved. There are varying
opinions on which floor revolved. While this was originally intended to be a feature during
development (28), none of the floors were set to do so in the final design. (15) One theory on
how this myth came to be goes back to the Space Needle myth. Since the Space Needle has
a revolving restaurant and the Landmark is often mistakenly stated to be inspired by it, it
stands to reason that the Landmark was presumed to have one as well. The main problem
with the notion that the top floor revolved lies in its design. The 31st floor is octagonal in
shape; this would make interior rotation impossible. Additionally, the east stairwell extended
up to that floor making it even more impossible to move without displacing that section of
stairs. The revolving restaurant myth endured so long, that a billboard prop for the film Mars
Attacks!, in which the Landmark stands in for the Galaxy Hotel, advertised it as having one
(see page 63).
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Work has stalled out on the Landmark in December 1963

Convention Center Drive in 1963
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Looking up from Landmark Plaza, aluminum panels are fully installed on the underside of the dome in 1963
Photo courtesy of the Las Vegas News Bureau
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“Frank’s Folly”: 1963-1968
Things began to take a turn for the worse in 1963. With the ABCC looking for a return on its
loan to Caroll and work on the tower halted, a new source of funding was badly needed.
Caroll began making the rounds in Vegas, looking for another partner who could finance the
project to completion. He was having other problems though at Landmark Plaza: Ralph
Deligatti, owner of the Cozy Nook Restaurant, sued Landmark Plaza in April 1963 for
breaking his lease agreement. (29) Deligatti stated the lease guaranteed no competing
restaurants would be allowed to lease space at the Plaza. District Judge John F. Sexton
awarded Deligatti $17,537 in damages. Caroll appealed the decision countering that
Deligatti failed to pay $1,800 in rent but because he filed his court paperwork late, the
appeal was eventually dismissed on February 7th, 1964. (30)

Mis-aligned power poles can be seen in contrast with the straight tower - 1966

In May 1963, ABCC announced that it intended to put the Landmark property up for sale on
June 22 in the wake of Caroll’s inability to make good on the loan. (31) Caroll sued ABCC
for $2.1 million in damages resulting from their withdrawal of funding claiming that it
agreed to finance the project to completion. Federal District Court Judge Roger D. Foley
granted an injunction on June 17th halting ABCC’s plans for sale until a trial could be held
on the matter. ABCC, now having invested over $3.5 million in the project, argued that
funds were secured by deeds of trust which entitles them to foreclosure in the event of
default. (32) The matter went back and forth in court for the next fifteen months until October
5th, 1964 when a Federal court approved ABCC’s foreclosure on the property. The property,
which had been appraised between $8 and $9 million, was set to be auctioned on October
23rd. (33) The tower was now being referred to as “Frank’s Folly”.
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The tower was eighty percent complete at a cost of $5 million and still required six more
months of work, which had completely stalled. Gerald Moffett left the project stating that
Caroll had the plans changed so frequently, he could not tell what the result was supposed to
be anymore. (34) Attempts by RCA Whirlpool, which had assumed control of the property
after foreclosure, to sell the Landmark were unsuccessful. At one point, a promoter wanted
to use the tower for a parachute jump attraction, but RCA did not like the idea. In September
of 1965, Inter-Nation Tower, Inc. began negotiations with RCA to turn the tower into an
international marketplace to sell goods from around the world, but they fell through. (34)
The Las Vegas Convention Center officials saw the incomplete tower as an eyesore that
misrepresented the city’s growth potential. (10) This was apparently not the case as George
Sidney, director of the Elvis Presley and Ann Margaret hit 1964 film Viva Las Vegas, chose
to feature the unfinished building prominently in the background of key scenes of the movie
which was shot in Las Vegas in July of 1963. The first time we see Elvis appear, he is
driving in with the Landmark behind him in the distance and framed perfectly within the
shot, almost as if he is posing with it. Other scenes at this same location throughout the film
always have the tower within the shot completely without the top being cut off. There is also
a key scene where the two main characters are riding motor bikes in the parking lot behind
the Convention Center with the Landmark looming over the top of the building behind them.
On May 1st, 1965, RCA began a series of
surveys and measurements on the
property in preparation for sale. (10) They
were once again unsuccessful over the
following year in finding a suitable
buyer. Frank Caroll, along with other
investors including Louis Scherer,
entered talks with RCA on May 25th,
1966 to continue construction if
financing could be acquired. Caroll
began notifying tenants of Landmark
Plaza that they may need to move out
Convention Center Drive in 1966
should financing be secured. (35) Scherer
Photo courtesy of the Las Vegas News Bureau
filed plans in July with the Clark County
Building Department for the proposed completion of the tower while Caroll worked on the
funding problem. (36)
After negotiating a deal with the Central Teamsters Pension Fund, Caroll was able to secure
$5.5 million to complete the project on August 16th, 1966. (37) Plans were made to eventually
demolish Landmark Plaza to make way for a ground-floor casino, pool, and a new indoor
shopping pavilion while the Landmark Apartments would be gutted and converted into
garden-style suites for the new hotel. Caroll, his lawyers Sheldon F. Sandler and Bernard L.
Daltin, Louis Scherer, and Kopper Kettle Restaurant owners Hugh Wallace and George
Bethe, formed Plaza Tower, Inc. and resumed construction on August 22nd with completion
expected in early 1967. (38) Scherer’s Fremont Construction was awarded a $2.5 million
contract to complete the tower and other facilities.
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Images from Viva Las Vegas, copyright 1964 - MGM Studios, Inc.
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The casino has replaced Landmark Plaza and windows have been installed - October 12, 1967
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Construction of the west corridor in 1967

Ownership of the property was acquired by Plaza Tower from RCA after more than 40
lawsuits were settled totaling over five-thousand man-hours of work on the part of Caroll’s
legal team. (5) Architects George Tate and Thomas Sobrusky were tasked with designing the
new portions of the hotel. (39) The gas station and Landmark Plaza were demolished and in
their place a 14,000 ft2 (40) casino was built around the tower as well as an adjoining
restaurant, kitchen, and showroom.
Just as things were starting to improve,
Caroll hit another roadblock on November
10th, 1966. He was appearing before the
Clark County Gaming Licensing Board to
request the ability to operate two slot
machines in the Landmark Coffee Shop
which sold food to the workers on the site.
Las Vegas Sheriff Ralph Lamb fought to
block Caroll citing an incident from years
earlier where police were responding to
suspicious activity at the Landmark
Apartments.
“There
were
several
hoodlums hanging around Caroll’s
apartments and when we went down there
Sheriff Ralph Lamb
he ran sheriff’s officers off. He did that to
me personally,” Lamb stated to the board. (41) When Lamb implied that Caroll had
intentionally hid a hoodlum from police, Caroll countered that he took officers to the
apartment and allowed them full access. Lamb was not swayed in his position and insisted,
“This is a guy who has been uncooperative with the sheriff’s office ever since he came to
Las Vegas.” (41) The board decided to revoke Caroll’s gaming license entirely.
15
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While the Landmark had been scheduled to
open on September 15th, 1967, construction
problems caused this date to be changed to
November 15th with a grand opening
celebration planned for New Year’s Eve. (42)
Once again, Scherer’s Fremont Construction
was awarded a contract to complete portions of
the project. This time, it was for the pool,
shopping corridor, and remaining facilities in
the amount of $2.183 million. Further delays in
construction pushed the opening back to New
Year’s Eve. (43) Extra heavy solar grey plate
windows were installed in the tower and the
Landmark Apartment buildings were gutted for
conversion into suites. (21)

The last sets of windows are being installed September 1967

Even with the delays, construction pushed along. On
November 18th, the Landmark’s iconic 40ft tall
revolving “L” sign was installed. It was comprised of
four sections which had to be carried up one at a time
by a Piasecki H-21B Workhorse helicopter operated by
Briles. It was number N9719Z. (44)
With the hotel finally reaching completion, Caroll
made another bid for a gaming license in December of
1967. (3) A backlog at the Clark County Gaming
Licensing Board caused delays in investigations which
were required for approval. As of the following March,
it was expected that a decision would be reached by
May. By this time, operations had been split between
two companies. Plaza Tower, Inc. would own the land
and receive rent and casino profit percentage for Caroll The "L" sign is installed on November 18,
1967
(95%) and Sheldon Sandler (5%). Landmark Hotel and
Casino would operate the facility with interest split between the
vested parties including Caroll as CEO (56%), Louis Scherer as
secretary treasurer (12%), and Richard E. Parker as
executive vice president (1%). (3)
In preparation for the opening, merchandise was ordered
for both the hotel and casino. Slot tokens were minted
with the year stamped into them. These can still be found
today and often cause some to incorrectly believe that the
Landmark opened in 1967. Other items, such as stationary,
pool supplies, matchbooks, and more were produced using a
logo which would later be discarded. These items were never
used by the hotel during its operation. (See Appendix A
Slot tokens were created in preparation
for more information on logos)
for the original 1967 opening
16
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In the spring of 1968, after seven years of stop-and-go construction, the Landmark was
finally completed. Logbooks showed over 200,000 man-hours were put into construction
from start to finish. (45) 9,014 yds2 of concrete and 100 tons of steel were used in the tower’s
construction. It contained two sub-levels which extended twenty-five feet below the ground
plus a five-foot-thick foundation measuring eighty feet in diameter and comprised of 1,267
yds2 of concrete. The tower contained 127,614 ft2 of floor space. (5) The $200,000 pool was
an impressive two hundred and forty feet long and was capped with a twenty-foot-high
waterfall, making it the longest pool in the state. (46)

The Landmark’s pool contained 400,000 gallons of water and the waterfall processed 4,000 gallons per second

The hotel’s interior, designed by Leonard England, was decorated with an Inca and spaceage theme. 63 tons of black and white polished marble flown in from Italy, hand-carved
mahogany paneling, and glowing red Incan war masks adorned the walls. The foyer
contained murals depicting the seven wonders of the world and included Landmark as the
eighth. A burnished metal sculpture representing a rocket launch from Kennedy Space
Center brought it all together. (40)
As they waited for approval to open, Caroll and his associates began giving press tours of
the property. During one such tour in early April of 1968, Caroll allegedly attacked England
for making comments about Caroll’s wife. (47) England claimed Caroll beat him and forced
him to his knees to apologize to Caroll’s wife Sue for inappropriate remarks he had made
earlier that evening. (48) Caroll was arrested and released on $100 bail with a trial set for June
24. (47) This, combined with pressure from the licensing board over his track record of
17
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Landmark’s Italian marble entry foyer in 1969 Photo by Hank de Lespinasse
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financial difficulty, forced Caroll to withdraw his application for a gaming license on April
22nd. (48) On June 12th, District Attorney George Franklin Jr. ordered the assault and battery
charges against Caroll dropped stating, “I’m not going to let this office be used as an
instrument of personal or political revenge.” (49) This was an uncharacteristic move for Judge
Franklin who was known for making statements about eradicating crime by being tough on
it. (50)
Plaza Tower, Inc. tried to regroup in May of 1968 with Caroll stepping back and Sandler
handling all official business. The licensing board was eager to get the Landmark open, so it
could create 600 new jobs and asked Sandler to submit a new financial plan. Before this
could happen, however, the Teamsters Union filed a notice of breach of trust deed claiming
Plaza Tower stopped making payments on the loan in October of 1967. (51) Sandler became
eager to sell the property to pay off the creditors. By July, six prospective buyers were
making bids to purchase the Landmark. Sandler denied a rumor that one of the buyers, New
York firm Olla Enterprises, had already purchased it for $16.2 million. (52)
At 9:25 p.m. on August 2nd, 1968, a Cessna 180 clipped the “L”
sign on top of the Landmark and crashed into the Convention
Center across the street. (53) It turned out that a man named Everett
Wayne Shaw stole the plane from his job in Jean, NV and
planned to crash into the Landmark to commit suicide over the
failure of his one-month old marriage; a note found in his
apartment stated his intentions. The plane belonged to Shaw’s
boss, Alan Little, who also worked at the Frontier Hotel as a
dealer. Eyewitnesses reported that the plane tried to pull up at the
last minute indicating Shaw may have changed his mind but was
too late. (54) A popular myth associated with the crash states that
Shaw’s wife was dining at the top of the Landmark and his
intention was to kill her as well. This is not possible since the
Damage from the plane is
hotel had yet to open. Although media reported that the Landmark
visible after the crash
suffered no damage, photographs taken after the crash show a
portion of the “L” sign was in fact damaged.
Later that month on the 24th, Supreme Mattress Company filed a lawsuit against Plaza
Tower for paying only $4,250 out of a $25,505 bill for matressess for the hotel. They
demanded that the product be returned plus damages and fees be paid. (55) To make matters
worse, three of Landmark’s creditors filed a joint petition on the 29th to declare the hotel
bankrupt. The U.S. District Court issued an order that the foreclosure filings by the
Teamsters and Sylvania Electric Company be suspended pending the result. (56) The court
approved the bankruptcy case and forced Plaza Tower to look for a buyer immediately. (57)
Caroll denied rumors in October that Royal Inns Of America, Inc. was going to lease the
hotel and open it under the Royal Inn name. Sandler noted that they were still in talks with
three prospective buyers and hoped to have an offer that week. (58) Little did anyone know
that one of those buyers would change the Landmark’s destiny…
 It is believed by some that Sue Caroll’s familial connections to the Kansas City mob may have played a part in her
husband’s dismissal. We will likely never know for sure.
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Damage to the roof of the Las Vegas Convention Center after the suicide plane crash in 1968
Photo courtesy of the Las Vegas News Bureau
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“Frank’s Folly”: 1963-1968

Landmark is complete and awaiting sale in 1968. Damage from the plane crash can be seen on the lower left
corner of the “L” sign
Photo courtesy of UNLV Special Collections
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Landmark on July 12, 1969
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‘It’s Hughes’ Landmark Now!’: 1969-1976
Amid the troubles Plaza Tower, Inc. was
experiencing, it appeared there was hope for
the Landmark. On October 23, 1968,
reclusive billionaire Howard Hughes made
an offer to purchase the property for $17.3
million (57) (the equivalent of $120 million
today) through his Hughes Tool Company.
In the bankruptcy filing, nearly one-hundred
twenty creditors sought $5.8 million from
Plaza Tower, Inc.; Hughes offered to pay off
all of them as part of the deal**. (59)
Hughes had moved to Las Vegas in 1966
and taken up residence at the Desert Inn
occupying the entire top floor of suites and
the floor below. When management asked
him to leave, he bought the hotel for $13.25
Howard Hughes
million and stayed. (60) Over the next two
years, he would purchase four additional hotels along the Las Vegas Strip creating an empire
that made the mob nervous. When he attempted to purchase the Stardust Hotel for $30.5
million, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission ruled that it would give Hughes a
monopoly on the gaming business in Las Vegas and prevented the sale. (60) When it came to
the Landmark, the Justice Department stated in January of 1969 it would not act against
Hughes if he proceeded with the sale. Unlike the Stardust, Landmark was a new operation
and would add to the competition instead of allowing Hughes to acquire another chunk of
the existing market. (61)
Due to necessary repairs and completion of
unfinished work, it was announced that Landmark
would not open until July 1st. Some maintenance
equipment had yet to be installed and the tower
rooms, having been furnished three years earlier,
needed to be refurbished and upgraded. (62) Hughes
took control of every aspect of the hotel’s fitting:
swapping out things like curtains and employee
uniforms with those of his own choosing, ordering
the seventy-two-inch beds be replaced with eightyinch models, and having the older black and white
televisions in each room replaced with state of the
art color units. In all, it cost Hughes an additional $3
million to modify the Landmark to his liking. (11)



The Landmark monument sign just days
before the grand opening
Photo by T.J. Abrahamson

According to inflation rates as of February 2018 by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
This amount is included in the $17.3 million

**
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To avoid potential issues with anti-trust laws, Hughes created a new subsidiary to run the
Landmark casino: Hotel Properties, Inc. He appointed Edward H. Nigro, who ran the casino
at the Sands Hotel for Hughes, to handle casino operations while Robert Maheu, Hughes’
right-hand man, would oversee the overall operation of the property. Hughes applied for a
gaming license on April 4th, asking for 401 slot machines and 26 gaming tables. (63) The
Nevada Gaming Control Board granted tentative approval to Hughes ten days later (64),
giving him final approval on April 24th. (65)

Construction on the Landmark is complete with the International under construction across the street in 1968
Photo courtesy of UNLV Special Collections

Things got a little complicated in June of 1969 when Sun Realty filed a claim against Plaza
Tower, Inc. for $500,000. Sun claimed they were entitled to a commission on the sale of the
property to Hughes. A federal bankruptcy referee had dismissed the bankruptcy of Plaza
Tower on June 5th on the condition that Hughes would satisfy all the claimants. Eleven days
later, the referee stayed the order due to the claim filed by Sun Realty. After several hours of
arguments in federal court on June 26th, U.S. District Judge Peirson M. Hall dismissed the
bankruptcy so the sale to Hughes could proceed. Hall decided Sun’s claim held up the right
of unsecured creditors to receive payment. He did not, however, rule on the validity of Sun’s
claim. (59) Sun filed an appeal, but they would have had to post bond large enough to cover
the $5.8 million claims by creditors. The appeal was dismissed when they were unable to
post the bond by the time Hughes signed the papers transferring ownership. (66)
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Press photo taken before the grand opening
Photo courtesy of UNLV Special Collections
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Newspaper ad announcing the Grand Opening featuring Danny Thomas
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Newspaper ad announcing the Grand Opening
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At the eleventh hour, 4:30 p.m. on June 30th, at First
National Bank the evening before the grand
opening, Tower Plaza received it’s check for $17.3
million finalizing Hughes’ purchase. The money
was split three ways between Plaza Tower ($2.5
million), the unsecured creditors ($5.8 million), and
the Teamsters Union ($9 million). (66)
After eight years in the construction phase, the
Landmark opened on July 1st, 1969 at 3:00 p.m.
Five hundred guests were invited to the grand
opening ceremony where Apollo 10 astronauts
Las Vegas Sun front page on July 1st, 1969
Thomas P. Stafford and Eugene A. Cernan were
honored and escorted by Summa executive director of operations, Robert Maheu, as the first
members of the public to enter the casino. (67) Other guests included Nevada Governor Paul
Laxalt, Nevada Senators Alan Bible and Howard Cannon,
Cary Grant, Tony Bennett, and basketball star Wilt
Chamberlain. The 110-degree heat did not deter guests, who
arrived in black tie attire. (68) The event was such a success
that the exterior elevator was packed tight the entire night
ferrying guests up to the top floors of the tower. It offered
express service from the ground up to the 27th and 29th floors
with no stops in-between. Traffic jams were caused on
Paradise Road and Convention Center Drive as locals
anxiously came to see inside the city’s long-time white
elephant. “Isn’t it fabulous,” one woman commented to the
Las Vegas Sun newspaper, “We’ve waited so long.” (69)
Apollo 10 Astronauts Thomas P.
Stafford and Eugene A. Cernan
Closed-circuit cameras filmed the festivities on the 31st floor,
Photo by NASA
the evening’s most popular spot to be, and transmitted the
images to other Hughes hotels in the city.

Lorraine Hunt

Performing in the 31st floor Skybar that night was the Lauri Perry
4. Lead singer Lorraine Hunt was in the middle of singing a
rendition of “Satin Doll” when a bright light came in through the
windows; a helicopter was circling the tower. When she noticed
that her audience was beginning to panic, she acted. “Having
grown up in the restaurant business I was taught to calm people
down,” she recalled in an interview with the Las Vegas ReviewJournal in 2015. She told the crowd, “As you know, Howard
Hughes owns this hotel and he’s a very bashful man so why don’t
we go to the windows and wave at him.” (70) As the guests
gathered at the window and began to wave, the helicopter sped
away. A security guard approached Hunt afterward and asked
how she knew it was Hughes. She replied, “I didn’t.”* (70)

* It has never been proven as to whether it was Hughes in the helicopter or not but given his peculiar nature and flair
for extravagant stunts to keep away from the public, it certainly seems possible.
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The main showroom at the Landmark could accommodate 500 people and played host to
many notable celebrities over th years. It would go through several name changes including
Jubilee Showroom, Supper Club, and Empire Showroom.
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Robert Maheu

Comedian and singer Danny Thomas headlined the Landmark
Theatre for its opening week. Dean Martin, who was already
on contract at the Sands - another Hughes-owned hotel,
introduced Thomas on opening night. Thomas made reference
to Robert Maheu, who sent well wishes to Kirk Kerkorian on
the opening of the International Hotel across the street the
following night, by joking, “It’s so touching to see money
congratulating money.” (68) The remainder of the month lined
up Jimmy Durante, Bob Newhart and Theresa Brower, Phil
Harris and Harry James, and Dinah Shore. Initially, Hughes
had suggested a reunion of either the Rat Pack or Bob Hope
and Bing Crosby however it was deemed too unlikely to
happen. (60)

The tower consisted of twenty-nine total
floors as there was no 13th or 28th. The
ground floor contained the casino cage,
elevator lobby, and the Landmark Jewelry
shop. Offices for security and accounting
occupied the 2nd and 3rd floors. Guest rooms
ran up the remaining floors of the octagon
shaped column, floors 4 through 25. The
26th floor, in the lower part of the dome, was
a maintenance level and equipment storage.
Floor 27 housed a cocktail lounge called
Club 27 and two restaurants. A golden spiral
staircase connected the 27th to the 29th
31st Floor Skybar
which a 3,000 ft2 casino, a restaurant, bar,
and showroom occupied. Above that, in the
upper portion of the dome, was the 30th floor which had dressing rooms for the showroom
performers and a catwalk that overlooked the casino. The Skybar took up the entire 31st
floor where a bar, stage, and dance floor offered a 360-degree view of the city.
Sun Realty went back to court that October, this time filing a $5.5 million suit against both
Plaza Tower and the Hughes Tool Company claiming they had conspired to cheat Sun out of
the brokerage fee. They sought their original claim of $500,000 plus $5 million in damages.
(71)
A three-day trial began in the Supreme Court of Nevada on February 24th, 1971 in which
Sun called a member of Plaza Tower as an adverse witness and proceeded to question him
for two and a half days of the allotted court time. The Justices, displeased with the conduct
of Sun’s lawyers, declared a mistrial since Sun had failed to produce their own witnesses
and ordered they pay for the legal and travel expenses of both Plaza Tower and Hughes
Tool. Sun Realty did not make any further attempts to acquire the brokerage fee, but they
did challenge the court’s ruling for reimbursement of fees and eventually won that case on
December 5th, 1975. (72)
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1969 Configuration:
1969 CONFIGURATION:
Skybar
8. Main Casino
Club 29 Casino
9. Main Entrance
Mandarin Room
10. Paradise Pool
Club 29 Showroom
11. Cascade Waterfall
Club 27 | Towers Restaurant | House of
12. Cascade Terrace Coffee Shop
Prime Rib
13. Shopping Prominade
6. Las Vegas Convention Center*
14. Exterior Express Elevator
7. Landmark Theatre
15. Garden Suites
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

*This illustration incorrectly shows the LVCC to the North of the hotel when it was, in fact, to the East
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Ground Floor Casino

Landmark Jewelry

Tower Room

Club 27

Waterfall
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Reception Desk

Cascade Terrace Restaurant

29th Floor Suite

House of Prime Rib

Mandarin Room

Nighthawk Lounge
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1971 advertisement for "The Grand Ole Opry"

Landmark became a leader in country
music performances in 1971. (73) The
choice to focus primarily on country
entertainment would persist throughout
most of the hotel’s operation. A
production of “The Grand Ole Opry”
was the first of many country themed
offerings that were to come. It would be
followed by the likes of Jimmy Dean,
George Jones and Tammy Wynette,
Roy Clark, and the Everly Brothers.

Foot traffic up to the 29th floor proved lacking shortly
after the hotel opened. The showroom was converted
into a cinema in 1970 and the casino was typically quiet,
as most players wanted to stay downstairs where all the
action was; the lounge had to compete with the far more
popular Skybar on the 31st floor. In April 1971,
Landmark announced a $750,000 plan to convert the
entire 29th floor into sixteen suites, expand the Cascade
Terrace Coffee Shop, and add a lounge to the casino. (74)
The popular Mandarin Room restaurant was moved to
the 27th floor to replace the Towers restaurant. The west
side of the facility also received a remodel due to the
expansion of the coffee shop. The second-floor area of
that expanded space yielded new administrative offices.
The Nighthawk Lounge was added to the casino along
the south wall in an area previously designated for keno.
The keno boards could still be viewed above the
performers on stage.

The former 29th floor casino is gutted
for remodel in 1972
Photo courtesy UNLV Special
Collections

Hughes had left Las Vegas in November 1970 and
Landmark, though it did show profits in 1971 and 72,
lost an average of $500,000 every month. (75) The
Landmark Theatre was renamed the Supper Club and
the Skybar was renamed Sky Top Rendezvous.
In 1971, Sean Connery returned to his role as British
Secret Service Agent 007 James Bond for the filming
of Diamonds Are Forever. This installment takes
Bond to Las Vegas where he must unravel a plot to
take over the world by his nemesis, Blofeld.
Producer Albert "Cubby" Broccoli was a longtime
Giant slot machine press photo - early 70s
friend of Howard Hughes. When Hughes learned that
the Manager at the Landmark had denied Cubby and his crew access to film there, he sent a
message directly to him: "Tell Cubby he can shoot anywhere, anytime, in any of the hotels I
own." (76) With that, the Landmark's exterior elevator shaft was used in a scene.
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Images from Diamonds Are Forever, copyright 1971 - MGM Studios, Inc.
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Later that week, while Cubby and his wife slept, their hotel
room was broken into and they were robbed. In a strange twist
akin to the very movie Broccoli was making, hotel security
suspected that chloroform gas was used to ensure the
Broccolis did not wake up! The following night, the Broccolis
found two men standing outside their door waiting for them.
One of them explained, "Compliments of Mr. Howard
Hughes, Mr. Broccoli. Our orders are to stay here ‘round the
clock until you leave." (76)

Bond film producer Albert
"Cubby" Broccoli

On February 24, 1971, Elvis Presley had just
finished a run at the International and decided to
head across the street to catch the combined Jimmy
Dean / The Imperials / Dottie West show. The
showroom was so packed each night, people were
being turned away. Elvis was in disguise so he
would not be mobbed by fans. Landmark employees
turned him away, so he humbly left without
revealing his true identity. The following night, he
arrived for the show as himself and was permitted
entrance without question.

Elvis and Dottie West at the Landmark on
February 25, 1971

In 1974, William Bennett and William Pennington
made an offer to buy the Landmark. Every time they
made an offer, Hughes would raise the price. They
eventually purchased Circus Circus instead. Bennett
would go on to later comment, “At the time, I
thought the Landmark was the best of the two
properties. I think I was wrong. I lucked out.” (77)

Landmark’s General Manager, Ed Milligan, had
the Sky Top Rendezvous converted from a piano
bar to a discotheque in February 1975, the first in
Vegas. A radio transmission antenna was installed
on the roof so station KLAV could begin
broadcasting live from the 31st floor from
midnight to 3 a.m., Tuesday through Saturday.
Milligan expected the change would save money
on entertainment and be more attractive to
potential guests. (78) KLAV disk jockey Dick
Knight spun records focusing on the “middle of
the road” crowd (30-35 age range). He also
offered exposure to visiting artists who brought
demo tapes to share on the air. (79)
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The 22,000-member Culinary Workers Union and 3,000member Musician and Stagehands Union went on strike
on March 11th, 1976 over rejected pay increases. In a
showing of solidarity, members of the Operating
Engineers Union and the Teamsters Union refused to
cross picket lines to go to work. This forced the closure
of several hotels, including the Landmark. Guests were
informed that they had to check out by noon on the 12th
and security guards were posted at all doors. (80) After
having cost the state an estimated $98 million over the
course of seventeen days, the strike ended and Landmark
reopened on March 27th. (81)
Landmark shines bright on October
25th, 1975

many people step up and
attempt to gain control. No will
could be substantiated in the
end, so his fortune was split up
among his many cousins. (60)
Hughes Tool Co. had been sold
by Hughes in 1972 and
ownership of the Landmark was
transferred to the new Summa
Corporation, formed to handle
Hughes’ business interests. In
an analysis of the business and
its viability, brokerage firm
Merrill-Lynch
recommended
that
Summa
Corp.
be
reorganized in the wake of
Hughes’ death and offered for
public sale on the stock market.
As part of this plan, the
Landmark would be sold as well
as television station KLAS-TV
and North Las Vegas Airport.
The report stated that Landmark
“has proven highly inefficient
for hotel/casino operations and,
in the opinion of Summa
Corporation’s
management,
does not warrant further
(82)
investment”.



Howard Hughes died on April 5th, 1976 of kidney failure.
His death left a vacuum within his vast empire which saw

Landmark cocktail waitresses

Hughes purchased KLAS-TV simply because he wanted to control which old movies aired late at night (60)
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A promotional poster for Hughes Resort Hotels – 1971
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Troubling Times and New Owners: 1977-1983
There is no one year in the Landmark’s history that contains more perils and pitfalls than
1977. It started with a layoff of thirty dealers in February due to financial cutbacks as the
hotel continued to bleed revenue. (83) The death of Hughes made things both better and worse
as new executives now had the power to make changes which Hughes alone had the ability
to do before. Landmark’s shortcomings, while irritating to board members, meant little to
Hughes who did virtually nothing to turn the struggling hotel around. He was seemingly
content to allow it to just exist regardless of the burden it placed on his company. That
would soon change in the Summa years as tragedy lurked around the corner.
Shortly after 4 a.m. on July 15th,
a water pipe burst in the subbasement of the tower. A twofoot flood of water shorted out
the main power panel, cutting off
electricity to the entire hotel. An
auxiliary generator kicked in, but
telephones, air conditioning, and
all but one elevator remained
inoperative. (84) A faulty exhaust
line on one of the generators sent
deadly carbon monoxide through
the air conditioning system. The
line had been installed when the
tower was first built. (85) The
hotel was evacuated, and guests
Las Vegas Sun front page July 16, 1977
were treated by local hospitals or
transferred to other Summa
properties. Many guests were sleeping at the time and were found unconscious still in their
rooms, so they were admitted to hospitals as John Doe I, John Doe II, etc. (86) Power was
restored at 9:30 a.m. and the hotel began accepting guests. This was short lived though, as
power was lost again at 2:30 p.m. During this second outage, a couple was trapped in an
elevator for a short time. Frank Gulla, a 55-year-old New York resident, was the sole
casualty; one hundred thirty-eight others were injured. (84)
During the incident, Summa-owned KLAS-TV reporter Chuck Moshontz and photographer
Eric Bock were attacked by Landmark guards as they attempted to interview Fire Chief
Leroy Hawks. (84) Bock stated guards jumped them with clubs and flashlights in the lobby.
“We couldn’t get out fast enough. We were trying to leave but they kept on beating and
shoving us.” (87) Other reporters on the scene, from KORK-TV and KSHO-TV, were left
alone. A source close to Summa Corp stated, “orders to kick out the KLAS-TV crew came
from top echelon in the hotel. Other news media were not to be bothered.” (87) It was
speculated that Landmark management was unhappy with KLAS-TVs negative coverage of
the hotel including a rumor that the hotel was being sold to an Arab investor. A $37,000
camera’s recording unit was damaged in the altercation. (87)
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Following the advice of Merrill-Lynch, Summa began searching for a buyer for the
Landmark in October 1977. Several people came forward with offers to purchase the
struggling property:
 Nick Lardakis, an Ohio tavern owner, entered negotiations to purchase the Landmark
for a reported $12 million; it was later rejected when he could not come up with the
money. (88)
 Frank Scott and Jackie Gaughan, owners of Union Plaza and El Cortez, also were
negotiating with Summa for a reported $10 million through their Scott Corp.
holding. (89)
 A Chicago, Illinois group of physicians and attorneys who operated fast food outlets,
hospitals, and clinics in the Midwest and a Las Vegas art dealer made a $12 million
cash bid for the hotel. A spokesman for the group claimed Summa gaming chief Phil
Hannifin stated that he would close Landmark down if it was not sold within a
month; this statement was never confirmed. (89)
 JoAnn Seigal, a Las Vegas mining heiress, offered a bid of $12 million, but
complained that Summa would not provide her with an appraisal to base negotiations
on. (90)
 Charles Fink, a Beverly Hills management consultant for Acro Management
Consultants, offered $16 million (91) He had been staying at the Landmark during the
negotiations but checked out on October 19th after the Summa board failed to make a
decision on the sale. Summa stated they considered the bid more of an inquiry than
an offer. (90)
 James Dumont, a Pennsylvanian native, made an offer of $13.5 million under the
guise of Sheik Gamal Abdullah Al Aalah Ibn Aziz of Kuwait. District Court Judge
Keith Hayes discovered Dumont’s ruse upon learning that he only drew an annual
income of 13,000 from a military pension after serving in the Army. The bid had
already been rejected because “The Sheik”, as he would become known, missed the
deadline. (92)
In the midst of these negotiations, another disaster struck. A twoalarm fire broke out on October 23rd, on the 22nd floor in room
2203 at 3:33 p.m. (93) Club 27 bartender Richard N. Drake
smelled smoke and reported it to security while craps dealer
Joe Sobb reported yellow smoke pouring out of elevator shafts
and into the casino. The hotel was evacuated for two hours while
firefighters went in to secure the building. Clark County Fire Captain
George Watts led the first team inside. “When we first got up there we
couldn’t see anything because of the heavy smoke,” he said. “The mattress,
the furniture, the whole room was burning.” (93) The damage was limited to
room 2203 with moderate smoke damage on floors 22 through 27. It was
determined that a cigarette was the cause of the blaze. (94)
Key for room 2203
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During the summer of 1977, popular novelty band
The Goofers recorded a live album in the Landmark’s lounge. The tower was featured on the
cover of the LP along with Summa Corporation’s
General Manager of Entertainment, Walter Kane.
It included covers of many popular hits from the
previous twenty years including “Chattanooga
Choo Choo”, “Tie A Yellow Ribbon Round The
Old Oak Tree”, “A Fifth Of Beethoven”, “I've Got
The Music In Me”, “Rhapsody In Blue”, “Volare”,
and “When The Saints Go Marching In”.
While still in talks for a sale on January 9th, 1978,
Summa announced that they would add sixteen
tennis courts to the Landmark if they ended up
keeping the property. (95) This was short lived, however, as it was announced just three days
later that they had accepted Scott Corp.’s offer to purchase the hotel. Scott stated that they
would be renaming the property, with ‘The Tower Plaza Hotel’ being the front-running
choice, should the sale go through. (96) A judge monitoring the Hughes estate rejected the
sale because higher offers were made by the other groups. (75)
After further review of the offers, Summa
announced in February that they had been
given approval to sell the Landmark to a
group of investors from the Midwest
including Zula Wolfram, Lou Tickel, and
Gary and Sandy Yelverton after their bid
of $12.5 million ended up being the
highest. (75) Wolfram’s husband, Ted, was
a brokerage manager from Ohio and his
investments were used to purchase her
portion of the property. The three parties
formed the Mark III Corporation to handle
Ted and Zula Wolfram
the sale with each owning a 1/3 share. (97)
Photo courtesy of Faye Todd
They planned to add a 750-room tower to
the property within a couple of years. (75) Mark III assumed ownership on April 1st, 1978 but
because they had failed to acquire a gaming license, the casino was forced to close. They
approached former Landmark general manager Frank Modica to take over operation of the
casino for one year while they sorted out the license issue. He agreed, and the casino reopened at 11 a.m. on June 1st. (98)
Summa was later sued and forced to pay a settlement to DeSure Corp.: a brokerage firm
which worked to make the sale to Tickel and Wolfram successful. Summa claimed that it
did not hire real estate brokers to assist in the sale of the Landmark nor was it in the habit of
paying commissions on such sales. DeSure claimed they had placed four offers on Tickel’s
behalf and Summa encouraged them to help Tickel come up with a successful bid so the
failing hotel could be offloaded quickly. At that point, Landmark was costing Summa
$500,000 per month in losses. DeSure was awarded $375,000 in the settlement. (99)
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Scenes from VEGA$, copyright American Broadcasting Corporation (ABC)
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Dan Tanna in a scene from VEGA$

The Landmark served as the backdrop for
scenes in several episodes of the television
show VEGA$ during this time. Created by
Michael Mann, the show follows the exploits of
private detective Dan Tanna, played by Robert
Urich, who drives around the streets of Las
Vegas in a 1957 Ford Thunderbird. Each
episode saw Tanna working for a wide variety
of clients, including casino mogul “Slick”
played by Tony Curtis. The hotel was only
featured in the show’s first season.

Mark III is notable for making the
Landmark a racially inclusive
operation. When a new hotel manager
was needed, they selected Jesse
Jackson Jr., a six-year Landmark
employee who worked his way up
from clerk to porter to housekeeping
supervisor. He was the only African
American hotel manager in the city at
the time. (100)
For the job of Entertainment
Faye Todd
Jesse Jackson Jr.
Director, Zula recruited a friend
Photo courtesy of herself
Photo by Ebony
whom she met at the Desert Inn, Faye
Todd. Todd was working as Special
Events Coordinator at the Desert Inn when she befriended Wolfram who was a high roller
there. When she planned to purchase the Landmark, Wolfram asked Todd to leave her
position of nine years to work at the Landmark instead. Ms. Todd was also the only African
American serving in her position in the city at the time. (101) She also served as Corporate
Executive Assistant to the Wolframs. Zula told her, “Faye, you would be my right-hand
person, my eyes, my ears, and my voice.” (101)

Zula Wolfram (left) and Faye Todd (right) in the Sunset Room
at the Landmark
Photo courtesy of Faye Todd
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Wolfram would eventually buy out her
partners for majority interest in Mark
III. In December 1979, she purchased
all of Tickel’s third and all but 5% of
the Yelverton’s. (102) In April 1980, she
sold an 18.7% share to Bernie
Glannon’s Passport Travel, Inc.
Passport’s share was for the land,
buildings, and equipment, but not the
casino. (103) Around this time, Mark III
made some minor changes to the
Landmark by adding exterior flood
lights to the base of the tower to make
it more visible at night. They were
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also required to conduct a fire safety retrofit as mandated by an updated fire code prompted
by a massive fire at the MGM Grand Hotel on November 21, 1980. New sprinkler systems
and smoke alarms had to be installed and emergency exit corridors were added to the third
floor of the tower which ran across the roof of the casino to the south and kitchen to the
north. (104)

"Spellcaster" rehearsal; (from left) Roy Jergan, Production Manager; Roy Clayborne, star; Zula Wolfram,
Producer; Faye Todd, Co-Producer; and Larry Hart, Director
Photo courtesy of Faye Todd

Making good on the statements made by former partner Louis Tickel when they had
purchased the property four years earlier, Wolfram hired Martin Stern Jr. to design an
expansion for the Landmark in April of 1982. The expansion was to include a completely
redesigned casino, pool, showrooms, restaurants, shopping pavilion, and a new parking
garage. A new tower would have provided 750 new rooms. (105)
At about the same time, Wolfram formed T-Z Entertainment to produce her own shows at
the Landmark. (106) Landmark’s Entertainment Director Faye Todd was looking for new acts
when she found a star for Wolfram’s first show: Roy Clayborne. “…somebody told me,
"Faye, I know what kind of country-western you would like. It's an act over in Los Angeles
at the Playboy Club, that you need to see." I went over there and I saw Roy. Right away I
signed him up, right there that night.” (101) They called it “Spellcaster” and hired 1979
Grammy Award Winner Larry Hart to design the 80-minute show around Clayborne. He
sang 15 songs in the show – all country versions of contemporary hits like “Great Balls of
Fire”, “Love Lifts Us Up”, and “Love on the Rocks”. (107) The show was made completely
in-house by Landmark staff and was doing well, until fate intervened…


MGM Grand was renamed Bally’s in 1986 and a new MGM Grand was constructed further down the street in 1993
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Rendering (top) and model (bottom) by Martin Stern Jr. of the proposed 1982 expansion
Photos courtesy of UNLV Special Collections
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On February 5, 1983, the Securities and Exchange
Commission closed Bell & Beckwith, Ted
Wolfram’s brokerage house, after discovering a
collateral shortage. Over a five-year period,
Wolfram used non-existent or overvalued collateral
to back loans made through margin accounts in
Zula’s name. He embezzled $32 million, of which
$14.3 million was used to purchase and operate the
Landmark. 7,100 customers were affected by the
scandal. (108) Ted Wolfram was sentenced to a
twenty-year prison term. (109)
Zula Wolfram was forced to surrender her
ownership of the Landmark as well as other assets
purchased with the stolen funds to satisfy losses in
(110)
the case.
“Spellcaster” was cancelled on February 6th as Zula’s money was used to
produce the show. Star Roy Clayborne and twelve other cast members filed a lawsuit
seeking $408,000 in lost wages due to breach of contract. (111) Toledo, Ohio lawyer Patrick
McGraw was appointed trustee of the Bell & Beckwith liquidation and the Wolfram’s seized
assets. (112) McGraw began searching for a potential buyer right away.
Ted Wolfram is led from court during the Bell
& Beckwith hearings

Businessman William Morris agreed to purchase the Landmark on July 20, 1983. (113) A
local college sports hero, Morris was nicknamed “Wildcat”
while attending the University of Nevada, Reno for bragging
about his Las Vegas High School football team: the Wildcats.
(114)
Morris borrowed $7.5 million from Nevada National Bank
to finance the initial required payments on a purchase price of
$18.4
million:
$4.2
million to the trustee,
$4.2 million to buy out
Passport
Travel’s
interest, and $10 million
to Summa Corp. for
outstanding
payments
from the Wolfram’s
Bill "Wildcat" Morris
purchase. (110)
Gary and Sandy Yelverton sued to prevent the sale to
Morris. They were concerned that the deal would leave
them out of their interest in the property. (115) As it
turned out, the court found that none of Zula
Wolfram’s partners had any legal ownership over the
Landmark. Wolfram had sold each of them an interest
in Mark III Corp. However, it was found that she never
transferred ownership of the Landmark from herself to
Mark III. Therefore, they only held ownership of an
1980 promotional photo

interest in Mark III while Passport Travel held an
interest in the Landmark itself. In order to complete
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the sale to Morris and prevent possible damage to the Landmark’s value due to a court
struggle, McGraw agreed to pay the Yelvertons a pro-rated amount determined by the court
of $69,221.87. (116)
Morris took possession of the Landmark on October 30, 1983. He planned to focus on the
increasing convention business, since the Landmark was across the street from the Las
Vegas Convention Center. He stated at the time, “The Landmark’s never really been given a
fair chance.” Landmark turned its first profit in a decade during Morris’ first month on the
job. (117)
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This ad occupied the back cover of Nevada magazine's 1986 state centennial issue
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On December 3, 1983, Morris
announced a major renovation
for the Landmark. Work began
shortly before Christmas and
would continue into the spring of
1984. On the inside, the aging
rooms were brought up to 1980’s
standards, the carpet in the
casino was replaced, and the
coffee shop was remodeled to
accommodate a buffet. (117) The
largest change was to the
building’s exterior. The porte
cochère received new lighting
with gold stripes containing flash
The remodeled port cochere
bulbs fanning out from the
entrance along the underside of the structure which curved up along the outer edges. Large
silver outriggers, which looked like giant c-clamps, latched themselves around the outer
edge of the overhang, each with red neon tubes inside. The main entrance was remodeled as
well for improved access with the removal of the original vestibule in favor of double
revolving doors. The blue lighting scheme of
the tower was changed, as the lights below
each window running up the central column
were removed and red neon stripes running up
along the sides of each column of windows
replaced them. A series of openings running
up the east side of the tower were covered. The
blue starbursts running up the sides of the
exterior elevator shaft were removed and the
neon running along the outer edge of the roof
was changed to red. The roof itself was
painted red to match the “L” sign on top. A
new casino entrance was added to the east side
of the building with large chrome outriggers
mirroring the new porte cochère. The exterior
windows on the south side of the west corridor
were covered as the bingo parlor was
expanded and a video game arcade was added
as well as a snack bar. (118) Morris invested
$3.5 million of his own money on the
renovation. (119) Morris announced that he
Landmark's new red color scheme and casino
planned an expansion with three 15-story
entrance
towers with 1,500 rooms and a domed family
entertainment center. (117) The hotel launched a new advertising campaign in 1984 calling it
“The NEW Landmark” in an effort to combat its negative reputation.
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On April 2, 1984, Landmark avoided
involvement in a 75-day strike of local
unions by agreeing to new contract terms.
(120)
30,000 members of the culinary
workers, bartenders, stagehands, and
musicians’ unions walked out of 50 hotelcasinos in protest over wages. It was
estimated that the strike cost the city over
$70 million in revenue from tourist traffic
and $40 million in gaming revenue.
Nearly 900 union workers were jailed
during the strike for harassing tourists and
Landmark’s new poker room in 1984
disrupting traffic along Las Vegas
Boulevard – a.k.a. “The Strip”. Some even went as far as to plant dynamite bombs in hotel
parking lots and pools, threw stink bombs into casinos, and even planted a suitcase full of
bees at the MGM Grand. (121)
On December 19, 1984
Landmark hosted an auction
benefiting Southern Nevada
Memorial Hospital, today’s
University Medical Center
(UMC). The auction was for
the highly popular Cabbage
Patch Kids dolls. Due to riots
at stores for the dolls in
1983, Armored Transport of
Nevada Inc., under the
direction of branch manager
Michael “Cowboy Mike”
Gresham, delivered loads of
the dolls to the Landmark.

Cabbage Patch Kids are lined up in the Landmark showroom
Photo courtesy The Las Vegas News Bureau and Felix Lenox

In June of 1985, a large expansion and renovation was planned for the aging Landmark. It
called for a new 700-room tower, sportsbook, convention facility, new administrative
offices, new employee facilities, expanded ground floor restaurants, expanded casino, and
the conversion of the 27th floor into suites. (118) Morris attempted to refinance the property
for $59.5 million to fund the project. Local unions protested insisting that Morris' past
record of financial decisions with the hotel proved that he would not be able to complete the
project. The county granted him the license to build but the plans eventually fell through.
Later that year, Landmark was issued thirteen misdemeanor citations for failing to comply
with fire safety code retrofits. Attorneys challenged the citations stating they were “too
vague.” (122) Morris tried to negotiate a $28 million loan to fix the issue and keep operations
going. (123) He was unsuccessful in securing financing and blamed Patrick McGraw for
causing the bank to lose faith in Morris’ credit by seeking payment still owed for the sale of
the Landmark. (124)
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Plans for Landmark's proposed expansion in 1985
Courtesy of UNLV Special Collections
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On September 29, 1985, the IRS
filed a $2.1 million lien against the
Landmark for failure to pay payroll
and
withholding
taxes
for
employees for the previous six
months. Landmark filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy two days
later to prevent the IRS from
seizing assets to satisfy the lien.
Landmark’s debts totaled $10.6
million with assets of $28.6
million. (123) Morris assured the
hotel would “… continue to meet
our financial obligations and we
believe that this can be a positive
step toward a great future for the
Landmark.” (124)

A post-renovation Landmark in the mid-1980s

While continuing to struggle with financial
reorganization, Landmark asked the court in January
1986 for permission to abandon contracts with seven
different unions in its attempt to recover from
bankruptcy. The plan included “an immediate 15
percent wage reduction; eliminating all scheduled
future wage increases; eliminating the pension plan;
substituting the Landmark's own medical insurance
and hospitalization plan for the union's health and
welfare plan; limiting paid vacations to two weeks
per year; deleting two holidays (New Year's Day and
Veteran's Day) and eliminating two floating holidays
in lieu of those days.” (125)

Union employees strike in protest over
contract elimination, June 13, 1987

Cuts would include reductions to Morris’ $145,000
per year salary and General Manager Kerry Kindig’s
$80,000 per year salary. Landmark reported an
estimated $6,500 per month savings from the
reductions and the court concluded they would be
sufficient to cover the hotel’s mortgage payments.
Morris said if the plan was not approved, he
“…would have to scrap reorganization plans, buy
time to sell out and lay off 700 to 800 people.” (120)

The unions feared that agreeing to such a proposal would endanger their non-Landmark
workers due to a “most favored nations” clause in their contracts. The clause provides that if
the union extends favorable terms to any one employer, then it must extend those same
terms to all the other employers with which it has contracts; there is no exception for
bankruptcy. The court ruled in favor of the Landmark’s plan except for the elimination of
holidays. (125)
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Promotional photo for the Landmark showing its Garden Wing comprised of the former Landmark Apartments
buildings - 1986

One of the major marketing devices
implemented in 1986 was a hot air
balloon featuring the Landmark tower.
It participated in local air shows as
well as the national balloon show in
New Mexico. It was also operated in
the Landmark parking lot on
weekends giving guests short rides for
which they received a souvenir
certificate. Captain Bob Smith was the
balloon’s pilot. The balloon continued
to operate until at least 1989.
In the fall of 1986, Landmark’s
The Landmark balloon prepares for take-off in 1986
exterior was used as mobster Ray
Photo by George Apfel
Luca’s “Lucky Star Hotel and Casino”
in the television series Crime Story.
Set in the early 1960s, the series follows the cat and mouse story of Luca and Chicago police
Lieutenant Mike Torello. Bob Stupak’s Vegas World Hotel served as the interior of the
“Lucky Star" and Stupak himself guest starred in an episode. Landmark’s east casino
entrance was used as the exterior of a bar in the first season episode ‘The Kingdom of
Money’. VEGA$ creator Michael Mann served as Executive Producer of the series.
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Landmark balloon at the North Las Vegas Air Show in 1987
Photo by Marc Wagner
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Images from Crime Story, copyright 1988 - 21st Century Fox
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Magazine ad for “The Mickey Finn Show” in 1987
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On January 13, 1987, a fire was set below the stage in the showroom and was contained to
the showroom though five workers were safely evacuated. It was believed to be arson and
suspected to be caused by a disgruntled union worker (126) The fire was part of a series which
had occurred over the previous two weeks at various Las Vegas hotels and were believed to
have been set by the same arsonist. Another theory was that it was a copycat attempting to
imitate a fire which had killed 96 people at the Dupont Plaza Hotel in Puerto Rico. (127)
The legendary comedy Dixieland
performer Fred “Mickey” Finn brought
his unique musical variety show to the
Landmark in June of 1987. Titled “Tom
Foolery”, the show was a two-and-ahalf-hour
spectacle
of
hilarious
characters, outlandish costumes, and
ragtime music. It received great reviews
and was Landmark’s most popular act
that year.
Lloyds Bank of London agreed to
finance $20 million for a first deed of trust on the Landmark in December of 1987. (128) This
allowed Bill Morris to not only complete the required fire safety upgrades from the 1985
citation, but also pay off the remaining creditors involved in the Bell & Beckwith case.
In May of 1988, Melinda Saxe, known as “The First Lady of Magic”,
began a run at the Landmark. Her Follies Revue ’88 became
a huge hit as it was family-friendly. It was so popular that it
was extended through the summer. It featured a hula hoop
act, a 12-year-old ventriloquist, a two-legged bunny chorus
line, and comedian-singer Gordie Brown. (129)
Melinda became an illusionist at the age of 16, though she
started out professionally as a dancer on the Strip and even
performed in the Siegfried and Roy show. (130) She became
the first female magician to star on the Strip with a show
at the Bourbon Street Hotel in 1984. (131) She was honored
by the Society of American Magicians in 1988. (130)
The show was picked up for a second run in 1989. (132)
This show featured a vanishing Volkswagen Beetle and
a 16-year-old juggler named Anthony Gatto who would
go on to perform worldwide, including a spot in Cirque
du Soleil's "Kooza". The center piece of the show was
“Mystery of Malaquena”, where Melinda entered on
horseback as dancers fought for her affections; she
even made one of them levitate on the tip of a sword.
(133)

Melinda Saxe – “First Lady of Magic”
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Melinda Saxe ‘levitates’ her sister in the Landmark’s Club 27
Photo by People magazine 1989

Although still performing poorly financially, Landmark continued to
engage in new marketing methods to gain local business. They
partnered with Smith’s Grocery Stores to offer a buy-one-get-one
buffet deal. This promotion was unique as it featured the
Landmark as a cartoon character complete with a face and
clothing.
Landmark also started offering a
loyalty program: Wild Card. Under
the tagline, "We'll SPOIL YOU
Cartoon character used in
Smith's BOGO ads
ROTTEN!", the goal of the
program was to increase
customer loyalty with local Las Vegans. The free
membership granted you a card which could be used at the
new gaming machines, in the restaurants, during room
bookings, at shows, the bars, etc.
Members gained points for winning money on gaming machines. Bonus points were
awarded for booking a room, seeing a show, dining in the restaurants, etc. These bonus
points could be redeemed for prizes such as home entertainment centers, show tickets,
appliances, vacations, and more. Additionally, members could take their card to a number of
outside business which partnered with the program to receive discounts and other added
bonuses.
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Landmark’s west entrance in 1988
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Landmark, seen from the east side casino entrance, sits abandoned and awaiting its fate in 1991
Photo by Roadside Pictures
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On January 2, 1990, Landmark filed for
Chapter 7 Bankruptcy after Morris' gaming
license lapsed when the resort fell $500,000
behind in taxes and penalties. The court
appointed Richard Davis, a Las Vegas real
estate executive and the owner of a funeral
home, as trustee to operate the hotel at the
request of Lloyds Bank (which held a $23.5
million first trustee deed after loaning Morris
money to revamp the hotel) in an attempt to
make it more attractive for short sale.
Landmark’s debt was estimated at over $48
million. It owed $42 million to creditors alone
and $1.24 million in property, state, and
gaming taxes. (134) General Manager Forrest
Woodward was optimistic stating, “It needs a
new owner and an influx of capital. We think
with a new owner that is dedicated to
expanding the property and giving it a new
look, it can be a terrific opportunity.” (135)
Landmark announced that July that a buyer
with an offer of $35.5 million had come
forward. (135) The potential buyers were David
Landmark is closed and up for sale in 1990
M. Droubay and Martin Heckmaster, two
Denver businessmen. A bankruptcy hearing was scheduled for Monday, August 6th, at which
time other offers were to be considered. Ralph Engelstad, owner of the Imperial Palace
Hotel, owned second, third, and forth mortgages on the property at a total of $6 million and
was expected to make a bid. Cab company owner Charles Frias, who held a fifth deed of
trust for $1.4 million, also was expected to
bid. (134) After a two-hour court hearing, no
bids were made on the property. Droubay
and Heckmaster failed to file the required
deposit to make a bid. Engelstad and Frias
sat quietly as the judge asked for offers. Bill
Morris said of the situation, “Sometimes it
comes down to good luck and bad luck. I
had nothing but bad luck. Someone is going
to come in and run the Landmark and look
like a genius.” (134)

Landmark in 1990

Within an hour of the hearing, Landmark
began shutting down gaming operations.
Agents from the Gaming Control Board
arrived to oversee the shutdown and
supervise the final counts as table games
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were closed one by one. (136) Slot machines continued to operate as guests were transferred to
other hotels on Tuesday and Wednesday. About six hundred employees were laid-off. (137)
The Landmark’s doors were closed on Wednesday, August 8, 1990. (134)

The sun sets on the closed Landmark in 1990
Photo by Marc Wagner

On August 13th, Davis asked the court for permission to abandon the property to avoid the
high cost of maintaining security. It was projected that it would be at least four months until
a foreclosure sale could take
place. (137) It did in fact take place
four months later, on December
5th. Lloyds Bank of London
purchased the Landmark for $20
million when no other bidders
came forward. (138) Lloyds was
looking to protect its previous
investment and flip the property
at a later time rather than have it
reduced in price for quick sale.
Ralph Engelstad was once again
present for the sale but did not
Landmark in 1993
make an offer. (138)
Photo by Marc Wagner
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The closed and deteriorating Landmark sits idle in the desert sun in 1994
Photo courtesy of Ray Tutaj Jr.
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Lloyds decided to let things cool down before attempting to sell the property. It remained
dark each night with only its signature “L” sign and twinkling strobe lights on the underside
of the dome illuminated. In June 1991, the hotel's contents were liquidated via an on-site,
public sale conducted by National Content Liquidators, Inc. A sealed-bid sale was finally
conducted by Kennedy-Wilson Inc..on April 14, 1993; however, no serious buyers came
forward. (139)
Landmark did, however, get some use
during this time. In November of
1992, during the annual COMDEX
convention, rivals Microsoft and
Lotus arranged to have the tower's
sides covered with 15 story banners
advertising their latest products. On
September 7th of the same year, over
300 members of the Culinary Union,
on strike at the Frontier Hotel,
performed a sit-in demonstration
which caused the strip to be shut
down for two hours and many arrests
by police. In order to process that
many people, the police department
took them to the closed Landmark.

Home video shows the tower covered with ads for Lotus in
November 1992

After the failed sale attempt, Lloyds approached The Las Vegas Convention and Visitor’s
Authority (LVCVA) about purchasing the property that July. The Las Vegas Convention
Center was looking to expand its facilities and its inadequate parking accommodations. The
LVCVA had earlier approved a $55 million bond sale to fund expansion, and they planned
to use part of it to purchase the Landmark. (139) The sale was finalized in September at a cost
of $16.7 million. A year-long debate followed within the LVCVA about the fate of the aged
and run-down hotel. Some wanted to make the necessary repairs and re-open it to house
convention attendees or use it as the main offices for the LVCVA. Others wanted to
demolish the buildings to add 2,000 much-needed parking spaces for the Convention Center.
After much protest, it was ultimately decided that the Landmark would be demolished after
only three of the fourteen LVCVA board members voted to save the building: Lorraine
Hunt, Marilyn Gubler, and Paul Christensen.
(70)

"Tangiers" signage on the Landmark during filming
in 1994
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When Martin Scorsese began shooting the
movie Casino in 1994, the Landmark’s main
entrance exterior was chosen to represent the
fictional “Tangiers Hotel and Casino”. Since
the interiors were being filmed at the Riviera
next door, set dressers had to remodel the front
doors and add lights to match the Riviera’s
entrance. It was the final time the Landmark’s
lights were switched on.
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Images from Casino, copyright 1995 - Universal Pictures
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Fences are erected as asbestos is removed from the buildings in July 1995
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A cloudy day during asbestos removal - April 1995
Photo by Chris Flanders

Plans were made for the hotel to be demolished in November of 1994. The LVCVA paid
$800,000 for the removal of asbestos from the facility by contractor Central Environmental
Inc. and consultant AB-HAZ Environmental, Inc. (140) The plans were delayed when the
Clark County Health District discovered that not all the asbestos was removed. LVCVA had
to pay an additional $200,000 to remove the remaining material. When a third inspection
discovered some floors still contained 90 percent of their original asbestos, LVCVA had to
spend another $1 million to properly clear the property of the toxic insulation material. (141)
The removal process had become so difficult, that by August of 1995 the LVCVA had given
up trying to estimate when the Landmark
might be ready for demolition. (142)
Asbestos removal was finally completed
in late October (143) and Controlled
Demolition, Inc. (CDI), operated by the
Loizeaux family, was hired to complete
demolition. CDI had previously handled
the demolition of the Dunes Hotel in 1993
and 1994. No blueprints could be located
for the building at the time, so they had to
begin by conducting a thorough survey of
the site. They claimed that Howard
Hughes destroyed the plans after each
The Loizeaux family of Controlled Demolition, Inc.
floor was completed during construction
(15)
; however, we know this to be incorrect as Hughes purchased the Landmark after
construction was completed in 1968.
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Once CDI discovered that the tower was
comprised of five separate structures, they
decided to take it down by means of
eccentric load implosion*. (144) The first four
floors of the tower were gutted down to the
load-bearing walls with the north west side
exposed and nearly one hundred pounds of
dynamite was inserted. The plan was to
cause the north, west, and central structures
to fail, causing the tower to sheer in half and
fall into its own parking lot. The remaining
half would be pulled down by the sheering
of the other. (15)
On November 7, 1995 at 5:37 a.m., the
Landmark was reduced to a pile of rubble in
The surrounding buildings are cleared away as the
just seventeen seconds. (143) Lorraine Hunt,
tower is prepped for demolition - October 1995
Photo by Marc Wagner
who had performed at the Landmark as
Lauri Perry on its opening night in 1969,
was one of three people who pressed the buttons which triggered the demolition. (70) The
tower came down as it was expected to with seven thousand spectators on the streets and
even more observing from the surrounding hotels. (15)

Remains of the Landmark
Photo courtesy of Ray Tutaj Jr.

The concrete and steel were recycled and used in
various construction projects around the Las Vegas
Valley. In the Landmark’s place, a two thousand
space parking lot serviced the Las Vegas
Convention Center. Designated the “Gold Lot”, it
was completed in April 1996. It has also served as
an outdoor exhibition and concert area. In the years
that followed, the LVCVA would acquire the
properties surrounding the Landmark site including
the Somerset Apartments and the Riviera Hotel,
LVCC Gold Lot (facing west) in 2006
* A process by which the load of the structure is shifted strategically from one set of bearing supports to another,
causing the structure to buckle under its own weight and fail in a controlled manner.
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Photos by Clint Karlsen (top), Jim Laurie (bottom left), and John Gurzinski (bottom right)
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both of which were demolished to make
way for a future expansion. In
September 2018, the LVCVA secured
$935.1 million in funding for that
expansion to the existing convention
center. Completed in June 2021, the new
1.4 million ft2 West Hall occupies the
former Landmark site and extends north
into the former Riviera site. 600,000 ft2
of exhibition space will be included in
the new building along with a food
court, meeting rooms of various sizes,
Artist’s rendering of the new convention facility
and a business center. (145) There is also a
Image by tvsdesign/Design Las Vegas
2
14,000 ft outdoor terrace which can
accommodate 2,000 attendees and a grand atrium.
The West Hall is North America’s largest column-free space at 328,000 ft2. The new facility
features state-of-the-art data and power lines accessed through floor boxes, overhangs, and
the perimeter walls.
A
new
$52.5
million
underground
transportation system was built to connect the
new expansion with the existing facility.
Convention Center Loop consists of two oneway tunnels running 8-miles each with three
passenger stations. The free trip takes under
two minutes in a Tesla electric vehicle
traveling at 40 miles per hour. Initially, the
cars will have a driver but eventually the plan
is for them to be fully automated and travel at
much faster speeds.
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Artist's bird-eye view of the new convention facility showing the former Landmark site
Rendering by tvsdesign/Design Las Vegas

Facing northeast along Convention Center Drive
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Comparison of the northeast view of the Landmark site on July 01, 1969 (top) and April 2021 (bottom)
Photos courtesy of the Las Vegas News Bureau
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After its destruction in 1995, the Landmark was quickly forgotten. It had been closed for
five years at that point and focus was on the newest mega-resorts which opened throughout
the late ‘90s. More than a decade later, Landmark began to emerge again in the form of art
projects and civic initiatives by the city and others.
Director Tim Burton began working on a movie for
Warner Brothers in 1995 based on a 1962 trading
card series called Mars Attacks!. Upon hearing of the
Landmark’s demolition, Burton arranged to film the
tower’s demolition for inclusion in the movie. The
demolition was delayed several minutes while Burton
waited for the sun to rise and provide the type of
light he desired. (15) Extras ran from the scene as
cameras rolled.

Model of the "Galaxy Hotel" used in Mars
Attacks!

In the film, the Landmark (called the Galaxy Hotel)
is under construction. As the owner, Art Land, is
giving a sales pitch to investors inside the tower,
spaceships shoot it down. A set of lights inside the
27th floor were left on during the implosion to
indicate this. A pyrotechnic charge was placed at the
base of the tower which went off just before it came
down to simulate the alien lasers hitting it; the

spaceship was added digitally in post-production.
Also added digitally, was a large globe crashing
through the window as the tower fell over.
A large billboard was placed in the parking lot
advertising the “Galaxy Hotel”. It states features
such as over 10,000 luxury suites, a professional
size sports facility and spa, five-star restaurant,
and a rotating dining room**. It states it is “A
Landmark Enterprise”

Galaxy Hotel billboard used in Mars Attacks!

In 2006, The Landmark Tribute Site was launched: a blog where I documented my ongoing
research project about the Landmark’s history. Over the years, many former employees have
shared their memories, photos, and insight with me. Newly discovered information from
media archives, legal records, and court transcripts helped to fill in gaps and disprove myths.
After a decade of working on the project, in 2016, it was reformed into The Landmark Hotel
and Casino Memorial: a website where the information and photos gathered during the
project could be displayed and preserved in a more clear and complete way.
*

Some portions of this chapter are presented from a personal reflective point of view as opposed to the rest of the
book
** Landmark did not have any rotating floors (15) or any of the other amenities listed
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Images from Mars Attacks!, copyright 1996 - Warner Bros. Entertainment, Inc.
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Remembering the Landmark: 1996-PRESENT

Restored sign at the former Landmark site

Transit shelter at the former Landmark site

Both exterior signs from the porte cochère have been restored. One was purchased by
magician Steve Wyrick, an avid neon sign collector, for display in his home in Summerlin in
2006. It is mounted to the wall in his
living room. In 2009, The Regional
Transportation Commission of Southern
Nevada worked with local artists to add
artistic enhancements to the new ACE
transit shelters at eight locations in the
area. The Hilton, Landmark, and the
original Convention Center dome were
chosen to be the theme of the shelter
which occupies the property on which the
Landmark once stood. It was designed by
Catherine Borg and incorporated the
Steve Wyrick in his home
second of the hotel's porte cochère signs,
Photo by Las Vegas Sun
fully restored and mere feet from where it
once was. The photos used for the shelters were taken during location scouting for
Diamonds Are Forever (1971). It was completed on July 1, 2010 – exactly forty-one years
after the hotel’s grand opening. (146)
On September 8, 2017, McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas
unveiled a forty-foot-long mosaic representing both Las Vegas today
and yesterday on the floor of
the baggage claim in Terminal
#1. Designed by Randy Heil,
the piece is laid out like a giant
poker chip divided in half with
several of today’s more iconic
hotels represented on one side.
The other side has the most
recognizable hotels of the past facing the opposite
direction representing the past reflecting the present.
Mosaic in Terminal 1 at McCarran
International Airport
Landmark is displayed prominently on this side. (147)
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1:400 scale 3d printed model of the Landmark

After a decade of research and collecting
Landmark memorabilia, I decided I wanted to
build a scale model of it. Using 3d modeling
software and over one hundred reference
photos, I first rendered the buildings digitally.
Each section was then separated to be printed.
The entire model took over ninety hours to
print. Using careful photo reference, decals
were created for the windows, signage, and
other exterior markings. Metal wire was used to
accent the porte cochère and casino entrances as
3d digital model of the Landmark
well as the trim around the tower and up the
sides. After painting it to match its 1980s look, I
added palm trees for full effect. The digital model is now being used to create a virtual
reality Landmark tour.
A mod for the video game
Fallout: New Vegas adds the
Landmark to the game’s
post-apocalyptic world. You
can even perform tasks that
lead to your character
owning and running the
hotel. You can also gamble
in the casino and collect
Landmark poker chips.
Screenshot of the Landmark in Fallout: New Vegas
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Most of those who were involved in the
construction of the Landmark have passed
on, but their children’s fond memories and
personal photos of the construction have
allowed their stories to be told. After selling
the Landmark to Hughes, Frank Caroll and
his wife purchased the lot across the street to
the south and built a single-story casino, the
DeVille, in 1969 which never opened yet
was fully furnished and supplied for
operation in an eerily similar fashion to the
Landmark under Caroll’s ownership. The
Grave of Frank "Caroll" Caracciolo and his wife Sue
in Kansas City
Caroll’s eventually returned to Kansas City
after their failures in Las Vegas. Frank
(2)
Caroll passed away on May 28, 1997 , outliving the tower he turned from dream to reality.
Howard Hughes died in April 1976, leaving the Landmark in the hands of his business. (60)
After the Bell & Beckwith scandal, Zula Wolfram moved to Las Vegas permanently and
found work in local casinos. (106) She divorced Ed in 1985 but after his release in 1993 they
reunited. (109) She passed away on March 28, 2001. (148) After Zula passed, Ed Wolfram
moved back to Toledo, Ohio at the insistence of friends. (109) He passed away in June 2018.
Bill Morris faced continued financial issues following the closure of the Landmark. He
continued his work in support of UNLV before passing away on July 17, 1998. (149)
The H-21-B helicopter that was used to install the
Landmark’s “L” sign was retired to a junk yard
after its service. In 2020, Scroggins Aviation
acquired it and is restoring it for use in the film
industry.
Even if the Landmark had survived its run of bad
luck and bankruptcy, it is doubtful it would be
around today. The hotel market in Las Vegas has
N9719Z is delivered to Scroggins Aviation
outgrown the older properties and even most of
Photo by Doug Scroggins
them are long gone. Landmark’s small size and
aging structures would have been difficult to
upgrade or expand enough to compete with the
mega-resorts of today. Personally, I feel the
LVCVA missed an opportunity when they
decided not to save it. They could have
demolished the smaller buildings and used the
tower as a convention hall in the sky. Landmark
was one of the more unique structures in Las
Vegas and its demolition for a parking lot seems
wasteful. But the lights of “Sin City” continue to
shine, if not a little less bright.
Poolside Ad from 1976
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Christmas decorations can be seen adorning Landmark’s exterior in December of 1970

Once rivals, the former International has grown to dwarf the Landmark as the Las Vegas Hilton by 1993
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Appendix A: Logos

Landmark Plaza logo used in print
ads and signage on-site
1961-1966

Landmark Apartments logo used
in print and on exterior signage
1961-1966

Frank Caroll's original logo from
1962 only used on stationary.

Frank Caroll's second logo from
1967. It was never used
during operation but can be found
on many items.

Standard Hughes-era logo used
on most paperwork
1969~1978

Used on hotel items such as ashtrays,
matchbooks, and playing cards
1977-1980

Logo used on print material
Mid 70’s

Wolfram-era logo
1980-1983

Morris-era logo
1984-1990

Memorial logo
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Used in print media such as brochures from
1969-1974

Used in print media such as brochures from
the late 70s until 1983

Used only on the main monument sign in front of the
building

Used for exterior signage above the building
entrances

Used in the Festival Place marketing promotion in the
late 80’s

The 31st floor was re-branded in 1988 as a high class
entertainment venue

Tower icon used on brochures and entertainment ads
throughout the 70’s

Artwork used on the Landmark hot air balloon in the
late 80’s
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Appendix B: Tokens & Slot Cards

Slot token proof created prior to opening
1967

Standard slot token
1969-1979

Commemorative coin
1973

Standard slot token
1979~1988

Free play token
1971-1978

Free play token
1978-1984

Pull of a Lifetime (Promotion)
1972
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Very Important Guest Medallion
1984

Wild Card standard membership card
Late 80s

Wild Card VIP Gold membership card
Late 80s
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Appendix C: Casino Chips* & Dice

1st issue 1969

1976

1978 No Cash Value

1980

* This listing represents a sample of the various tokens used throughout the years and is not by any means definitive
of the total variety of tokens produced. Images courtesy of The Museum of Gaming History's ChipGuide.
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1985

1980s Tournament Chips

1989 No Cash Value

2nd Issue

1st Issue



Several color variations existed for the impression of the tower on this version
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3rd Issue

Appendix D: Playing Cards*

*

1967

Early 70’s

Late 70’s

Early 80’s

Mid 80’s

Late 80’s

Cards were issued in a variety of colors. Those pictured are representative of the designs only.
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Appendix E: Matchbook Covers
Presented chronologically by first date of issue
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Appendix F: Brochures

89
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Appendix G: Menus

1969 House of Prime Rib

1969 Landmark Theatre

1969 Cascade Terrace

1969 The Towers

1969 Mandarin Room

1969 Room Service

1976 Sunset Room

Mid 70’s Cascade Terrace

Mid 70’s Room Service
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1983 Cascade Terrace

1972 Landmark Theatre

1984 Room Service

1988 Top Of The Place
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1972 Mandarin Room

Appendix H: Pins and Badges

Tie Pin
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Appendix I: Floor Layouts
Layout Post-1983 Remodel
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97

98
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About the Author

Marc Wagner is a Las Vegas native who grew up during the family-friendly era of the late
1980s and early 1990s. His fascination, not only with the Landmark, but with the everchanging cityscape led to a lifetime love of Las Vegas history. He began researching the
Landmark in 2006 out of personal curiosity and dissatisfaction with the small amount of
conflicting information that was available on the internet. As his research expanded, he
began to document his findings in a blog that gained a modest following. In 2016, with ten
years of research, photos, and interviews with former Landmark employees, that research
project was reformed into the Landmark Hotel and Casino Memorial: a website containing
the aggregate of the endeavor, of which he serves as Director.
Now living in Sacramento, CA, he is a husband and a father of three with degrees in History
and Political Science.

For more information about the Landmark and to see photos, diagrams, and memorabilia,
please visit www.landmarkhotelmemorial.com.
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